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Abstract

Background

Interpretation of Lachman testing when evaluating the status of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) typically includes a numerical expression

classifying the amount of translation (Grade I, II, III) in addition to a categorical modifier (Grade A [firm] or B [absent]) to describe the quality of the

passive anterior tibial translation's endpoint. Most clinicians rely heavily on this tactile sensation and place value in this judgment in order to render

their diagnostic decision; however, the reliability and accuracy of this endpoint assessment has not been well established in the literature.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine the intertester reliability of endpoint classification during the passive anterior tibial translation of a

standard Lachman test and evaluate the classification's ability to accurately predict the presence or absence of an ACL tear.

Study design

Prospective, blinded, diagnostic reliability and accuracy study.

Methods

Forty‐five consecutive patients with a complaint of knee pain were independently evaluated for the endpoint classification during a Lachman test by

two physical therapists before any other diagnostic assessment. The 21 men and 24 women ranged in age from 20 to 64 years (mean +/‐ SD age, 40.7

+/‐ 14) and in acuity of knee injury from 30 to 365 days (mean +/‐ SD, 238 +/‐157).

Results

17 of the 45 patients had a torn ACL. The agreement between examiners on A versus B endpoint classification was 91% with a kappa coefficient of

0.72. In contrast, classification agreement based on the translational amount had an agreement of 65% with a weighted kappa coefficient of 0.52. The

sensitivity of the endpoint grade alone was 0.81 with perfect specificity resulting in a positive likelihood ratio of 6.2 and a negative likelihood ratio of

0.19. The overall accuracy of the Lachman test using the endpoint assessment grade alone was 93% with a number needed to diagnose of 1.2.

Conclusions

Nominal endpoint classification (A or B) from a Lachman test is a reliable and accurate reflection of the status of the ACL. The true dichotomous

nature of the test's interpretation (positive vs. negative) is well‐served by the quality of the endpoint during passive anterior tibial translation.

Level of Evidence

2
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Introduction
Physical examination of patients with knee injuries frequently involves assessment of ligamentous stability. One of the most common ligamentous

injuries of the knee is to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and the early recognition of the pathology is crucial in dictating the course of care in

order to optimize outcomes. The Lachman test is characterized as the most direct and definitive evaluative technique used to determine the status of

the ACL and is best performed prior to the onset of the patient's pain, swelling, and guarding.

The Lachman test is the clinical examination gold standard for diagnosing this injury because of its well‐established sensitivity, specificity, and

likelihood ratios; however, many clinicians also assign a categorical grade (modifier) to describe the endpoint of the passive anterior tibial translation.

Traditionally, a grade of A is given when the endpoint is perceived to be “firm” while a grade of B is given if the endpoint is felt to be soft, absent, or
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ill‐defined. In fact, during instrumented arthrometry with a KT‐1000 ™, it has been suggested that the difference in the amount of translation that

occurs between a 15 and 20‐lb stress (compliance index) is an objective measure of this phenomenon.  However, the reliability, accuracy, and clinical

utility of this assessment has not been subjected to critical investigation in the literature.

Previous authors have generally shown a suspect level of intra‐ and inter‐tester reliability in classifying the endpoint sensation of anterior tibial

movement felt by the examiner. Based on the poor kappa values in a study evaluating endpoint agreement between an orthopedic surgeon and athletic

trainers, Hurley et al  concluded that that interpretation of manual clinical examination procedures is technique dependent, somewhat subjective, and

open to bias and misinterpretation. Similarly, Cooperman et al  found intertester agreement on judgments of tibial translation endpoint to be between

60 and 71% with kappa coefficients ranging from 0.19‐0.42 indicating moderate concurrence. When analyzed by discipline, physical therapists had an

intertester kappa coefficient range of 0.02 to 0.69 with 53‐84% agreement. In contrast, orthopedic surgeons had kappa values of 0.38 ‐ 0.61 with an

agreement range of 68‐81%. Limitations to these studies included inconsistent methods of conducting the test and limited expertise of the examiners.

While examiners had appropriate qualifications and credentials, the significant improvement in second trials and/or the limited variability in their

interpretation of results would hint at their relative inexperience with this specific type of testing.

Peeler et al  also evaluated the reliability of Lachman testing in patients with arthroscopically confirmed ACL tears. They found therapists rely heavily

on the findings of this test but only have moderate (P  = 0.55) agreement with primary care physicians and poor (P  = 0.32) agreement with

orthopedic surgeons. The authors of this study did not specifically detail the translational quantity or quality rationale behind assigning a grade of

positive or negative to the test's outcome. In a systematic review of the inter‐rater reliability for determining the endpoint to physiological knee

movements, Currier et al  and Hayes et al  reported relatively low kappa values, ranging from ‐0.01 – 0.31 for knee flexion and 0.25 – 0.43 for knee

extension. These studies evaluated intertester agreement for the resistance met at the end‐range of physiological, sagittal plane knee motions using a

greater number of descriptors (normal, empty, stiff, or loose) as opposed to the dichotomous terms of firm or soft endpoint that is typically assigned to

the ligamentous restraint offered at end‐range joint translation.

Despite this relatively poor level of agreement many clinicians utilize the tactile quality of the endpoint sensation felt during the passive tibial

translation inherent to the traditional Lachman test. Because of the variance in the amount of translation between individuals, the abruptness of the

translation's stopping point can be quite useful and may be predictive. In fact, Callaghan et al  suggest that an absent or soft endpoint indicates the

lack of anterior restraint, whereas a firm endpoint signifies a normal ACL. A firm endpoint in the presence of increased translation may represent a

partial tear or a tear of the ACL's posterolateral bundle.

Although both manual and instrumented assessments of tibial translation can provide relevant information, only the manual knee examination allows

the examiner to “feel” the endpoint of motion. This is an important element of the evaluative process particularly in cases where there is significant

inherent laxity of the uninvolved extremity. The general “rule of thumb” for interpreting ligamentous stability is to place more value on the quality of

motion and endpoint distinctiveness as compared to the amount of laxity present.  The characteristic firm endpoint is evidence of the normal check‐

reign function of the ligamentous stabilizer while the presence of a soft or mushy endpoint indicates that the primary stabilizer has failed and joint

stability is now the responsibility of secondary stabilizers. However, this assessment is somewhat subjective and dependent upon the examiner's skill

and experience. ,  A summary of the findings from the previous literature can be found in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Literature Review Summary of Examiner Reliability and Accuracy of Lachman Testing for ACL status

The purpose of this study was to determine the intertester reliability of endpoint classification of passive anterior tibial translation and evaluate the

classification's ability to accurately predict the presence or absence of an ACL tear. The hypothesis for this study was that reliance solely on endpoint

feel of passive anterior tibial translation may yield reliable results and be accurate in detecting the presence or absence of a torn ACL.

METHODS
The reliability and accuracy of detecting the quality of the anterior translation endpoint during the Lachman test was evaluated on a sample of

consecutive patients referred from the emergency room of a county teaching hospital to the orthopedic surgery sports medicine service for definitive

evaluation of a painful knee. Patients between the ages of 18 and 64 with knee pain complaint rated verbally as under 8/10 on a numerical rating scale

and possessing at least 20‐120˚ of range of motion were eligible for study inclusion. The study was approved by the institutional review boards at

Parkland Health and Hospital System and the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, TX. All patients agreed via informed

consent to participate in the investigation. Study exclusion criteria were the suspicion of a fracture based on the Ottawa knee rule, ,  previous knee
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joint arthroplasty, suspicion of posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) involvement, knee surgery in the previous six months, the presence of serious

underlying non‐mechanical pathology, or systemic illness.

The examination was conducted independently by two licensed physical therapists before any other diagnostic evaluation was performed, including

injury history interview or review of previously conducted radiographic or magnetic resonance images. Therefore, the examiners had minimal

previous knowledge regarding the patient's condition and complaint. The testing was conducted with each examiner blind to the other's findings. One

physical therapist (EPM) had 34 years’ experience with evaluating knee stability and the other (DQM) was an orthopedic physical therapy resident

with 1 year of experience. Two, 1‐hour training sessions for both examiners was conducted prior to data collection to enhance consistency in testing

and interpretation.

After enrollment, each patient was brought to a private examination room where the testing was conducted. Weight‐bearing ambulation without an

assistive device to the examination room satisfied one of the items of the Ottawa knee rules. Active knee flexion to at least 90 degrees and palpation

for reproduction of pain complaint was conducted at the patella and fibular head in order to complete the Ottawa knee rule algorithm. If there were no

adverse signs according to the knee rule the examiners proceeded to screen for PCL injury. PCL injury evaluation was conducted via visual and

palpatory assessment of a tibial sag sign with knee flexed at 90 degrees. If the tibial plateau did not appear to be at least one centimeter (cm) anterior

to the femoral condyle, a quadriceps active drawer test was applied to rule in PCL injury. The palpatory loss of the tibia‐femur step‐off relationship

has been shown to be a sensitive (0.90) and specific (0.99) means by which to detect the presence of a PCL injury.  The quadriceps active drawer test

is performed by the patient gently contracting the quadriceps with the knee flexed at 90° and foot stabilized on the treatment plinth. The posterior

displacement of the tibia will be reduced with this isometric contraction in the presence of a PCL tear. The specificity of this maneuver has been

reported to be 96% and the sensitivity 53%.  All preliminary exclusion tests were performed by the examiner who first performed the stability

assessment and confirmed by the therapist with 34 year's experience (EPM).

Following PCL screening, each examiner independently assessed the patient for the quality of their anterior translation endpoint, amount of anterior

displacement, and response to a pivot shift maneuver. The results of the Lachman test (quality and quantity of anterior translation) were classified by

the criteria outlined in Table 2.  If the movement of the tibia on the femur came to a sudden stop the result was described as an A, if not, the endpoint

was classified as a B. The results of the pivot shift examination were not allowed to alter the previously recorded results of the Lachman test. The

order for which of the examiners conducted the patient's ligamentous evaluation first was randomized. At the conclusion of the manual examination

each patient was evaluated with the KT‐1000™ arthrometer (MEDmetric, San Diego, CA) to record the millimeters of anterior translation at 15, 20,

and 30 pounds (6.8, 9.1, and 13.6 kg) of force by a single examiner (DQM). The KT‐1000™ is a mechanical joint arthrometer allowing for

stabilization of the femur with concurrent instrumented assessment of the amount of the tibial translation when an anterior displacement force is

applied to the proximal end of the lower leg. This device has been shown to be an accurate and appropriate gauge of sagittal plane tibial displacement

in a research setting.  Previous studies at the authors’ facility have shown that the examiners involved in the study have good test‐retest reliability in

performing the KT‐1000™ examination with an intraclass correlation coefficient (3,1) of .90, .82, .88, and .78 at 15 pounds (6.8 kg), 20 pounds (9.1

kg), 30 pounds (13.6 kg), and at a manually applied maximal force.  This reliability data is consistent with values reported in other studies.

TABLE 2
Test Grading Criteria for Lachman Testing Classification

Ligamentous Testing Description

For all patients the uninvolved knee was evaluated first in order to establish a baseline by which the contralateral knee could be judged. The test was

performed with the patient lying supine on a firm examination table and the knee flexed to 20‐30 degrees. Care was taken to ensure the both knees

were in the same degree of flexion during the physical examination procedure. The examiner's upper hand stabilized the unsupported distal thigh,

while the lower hand, with the thumb on the anterior joint line, and the fingers feeling to ensure that the hamstrings were relaxed, pulled the tibia

forward with approximately 30 lbs of force. Based on palpatory, tactile, and visual sense, the examiner provided a numerical and letter grade based on

the operational definitions recommended by Lubowitz et al  and provided in Table 2. This classification was determined prior to testing for a pivot

shift so as to not bias the findings of the examiners.

After each examiner had rendered their separate decision on the status of the ACL they compared their findings. In four patients, the examiners had

different endpoint interpretations of the test. In these instances, it was determined a priori to defer to the judgment of the more experienced examiner

for the diagnostic accuracy portion of the study.
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The pivot shift test was also conducted with the patient in a supine position in a standard manner. The examiner graded the pivot shift as positive if the

there was a “jump” or dramatic clunk as the tibiofemoral relationship reduced within the target range. Alternatively, a negative test was recorded if the

there was a smooth tibiofemoral glide or “guarded” if the patient could not adequately relax their hamstrings to allow a passive assessment.

For 17 patients the gold standard for diagnostic accuracy was direct arthroscopic visualization of the ACL at the time of surgery. For the 28 patients

for whom direct visual evidence through the arthroscope was not available, each patient's ACL status was categorized as intact or torn based on a

cluster of clinical findings. To be classified as having a torn ACL, the patient had to have at least 2 of the 3 following findings: 1) a positive MRI; 2)

excessive laxity on KT‐1000™ examination which was defined as more than 3 mm greater translation on the involved side during the instrumented

assessment with the 30 lb (13.6 kg) and/or manual maximum test as compared to the uninvolved side; and 3) a positive finding on a subsequent

independent and comprehensive knee ligamentous evaluation conducted by a physician who was blind to the original examiners’ findings and the

patient's condition. If less than two of these findings were positive the patient's ACL status was classified as normal.

Fellowship trained orthopedic surgery and radiology investigators not involved in conducting the Lachman tests interpreted the MRI images and/or

evaluated the ACL under arthroscopic visualization. No adverse events were reported for any of the patients during the index testing or evaluation of

the reference standards.

Statistical Analysis

Cohen kappa (k) coefficients and percent agreement between examiners were used as estimates of inter‐rater reliability for endpoint classification. A

weighted analysis for the k value was used to evaluate the inter‐rater reliability for the 3‐point ordinal classification on the amount of anterior

translation on all subjects. Secondary to an anticipated high agreement rate in the gold standard group and a low prevalence of an intact ACL in

patients who went on to surgery to address their knee complaint, a less divergent perspective of agreement, Gwet's AC1, was also calculated.  The k

value is a chance‐adjusted measure of agreement. A k of 0.00 represents agreement equivalent with random chance alone, whereas a k of 1.00

represents perfect agreement. A negative k represents worse than what would be expected due to chance alone, whereas a k of –1.00 represents

complete discordance between observers. Analysis was performed using Agree‐Stat 2011 (Advanced Analytics, LLC, Gaithersburg, Maryland).

Kappa values were interpreted according to the guidelines proposed by Landis and Koch.  Excellent agreement is described for values between 0.81

and 1.00, good for values between 0.61 and 0.80, moderate for values between 0.41 and 0.60, fair for values between 0.21 and 0.40, and poor for

values under 0.20.

A 2x2 contingency table protocol was used to evaluate the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predicative values, and likelihood ratios based

solely on the endpoint translation classification of the Lachman test. Sensitivity represents the % of true positives in all patients with the reference

injury and specificity represents the % of true negatives. Consequently, index tests with high sensitivity are thought to be effective at ruling out the

presence of the injury while tests with high specificity are effective at ruling in the injury. Positive and negative predictive values reflect the

percentage of time that a positive or negative test (respectively) accurately captures the diagnosis. Exact binomial confidence intervals for the positive

and negative predictive values were determined by the Clopper‐Pearson method through an on‐line calculator at http://statpages.org/ctab2x2.html.

Positive and negative likelihood ratios reflect changes in the post‐test probability when the index test is positive or negative (respectively). The

confidence intervals for the sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios were computed via an on‐line calculator at

http://www.pedro.org.au/english/downloads/confidence‐interval‐calculator/ using the Wilson score method. The number needed to diagnose was

derived from the formula 1/[sensitivity – (1/specificity)] and represents the number of tests that need to be performed to gain a positive response for

the presence of the injury. There is no clear method for calculating the confidence intervals for this statistical measure.

RESULTS
The Lachman test was prospectively evaluated on 47 consecutive patients between September of 2013 and February of 2014; however, only 45 of

them were included in the study. Two patients were excluded whose pain level and guarding prevented anterior tibial translation assessment.

Demographic information is presented in Table 3. Figure 1 summarizes the flow of the patients through the study. For 17 of the 45 patients the gold

standard of arthroscopic direct visualization was used to classify the status of the ACL. In this subset of patients, 16 individuals had a torn ACL and

one had an intact ACL. For the remaining 28 patients a clinical consensus of their imaging results, joint arthrometry examination, and clinical

evaluation was used as the reference standard in determining which nominal description would be used to classify their actual physical finding. In this

subset of patients there was one individual with a torn ACL and 27 with a normal ACL.

Figure 2
Flow chart of eligible patients
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TABLE 3
Demographic Data

The two examiners agreed on the A/B classification of the Lachman test 91% of the time with a Cohen's kappa coefficient value of 0.72 (95% CI 0.50‐

0.95), indicating good agreement. For the classification on excessive translation (Grades I‐III), the two examiners agreed on the Lachman finding 65%

of the time with a free margin kappa coefficient of 0.42 and a weighted kappa value of 0.52 indicating moderate agreement (Table 4). For the

seventeen patients with the gold standard of direct visual evidence of an ACL tear, the examiners agreed on the endpoint classification 76% of the time

(13 of 17) but the Cohen kappa value dropped to ‐0.09 indicating an agreement worse than expected by chance. However, the more appropriate

alternate agreement coefficient, Gwet's AC1, rendered a kappa value of 0.70. .There was perfect concordance on endpoint (A or B) classification for

the patient's categorized by the clinical cluster in contrast with a 63% agreement and kappa value of 0.16 – 0.25 when using translation grade criteria.

TABLE 4
Intertester agreement and kappa coefficient values for the Lachman test

After blinded classification, the examiners met regarding the four patients in which they disagreed on endpoint classification and came to concurrence

based on the senior examiner's expertise and experience. Overall, the examiners agreed on a rating of the Lachman endpoint as an A in 31 patients and

B in 14.

Seventeen of the 45 patients in this study had a torn ACL resulting in a prevalence of 38%. Fourteen of the sixteen patients with an ACL tear

identified by surgical observation were classified as an abnormal endpoint (B) resulting in a sensitivity of 0.88 (95% CI = 0.82 ‐ 0.88) (Table 5). All

27 of the patients classified as an intact ACL by the clinical cluster rule were classified as having a normal endpoint (A) during Lachman testing (

Table 6). In the other two patients there was one true negative confirmed during surgery and one false negative based on the cluster criteria. For all

patients’, regardless of means of classification, the sensitivity of endpoint classification was 0.81 (95% CI = 0.63 – 0.81) with perfect specificity

yielding a positive likelihood ratio of infinity (95% CI = 6.2 ‐ ∞) and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.19 (95% CI = 0.19 – 0.41) (Table 7). In  contrast,

likelihood ratios based on the on the amount of translation classification were computed based on the classification of Grade I as an intact ACL and

Grade II or III as a torn ACL. Using this dichotomy the sensitivity of the Lachman test was 0.94 (95% CI = 0.73 ‐1.00) but the specificity dropped to

.83 (95% CI = 0.71 – 0.86) yielding a positive likelihood ratio of 5.4 (95% CI = 2.6 – 7.1) and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.08 (95% CI – 0.004 –

0.38) (Table 8). The overall accuracy of a soft endpoint classification was 93% accurate at predicting a torn ACL.

TABLE 5
A/B Classification: 2 x 2 contingency table for patients who had direct visualization of anterior cruciate ligament status during surgical
intervention

TABLE 6.
A/B Classification: 2 x 2 contingency table for patients for whom a clinical cluster of tests was used for the reference standard

TABLE 7.
Lachman Endpoint A/B Classification: 2 x 2 contingency table for all patients

DISCUSSION
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In a patient presenting with a possible injury to the ACL it is important to know the accuracy of the tests used to establish a diagnosis. Traditionally,

the interpretation of the Lachman test reflects on both the quantity and quality of the tibial anterior translation on a fixed femur. The results of this

study provide evidence that the quality aspect of the endpoint feel is a reliable finding, even in examiners with significant differences in experience,

and can be used as a part of the comprehensive clinical examination to judge the ACL's ability to resist anterior tibial translation. In fact, it appears

that the “soft” or “B” endpoint may be a pathognomonic finding relative to a torn ACL. It appears that the tactile sense of an abrupt halt to the passive

anterior translation of the tibia on the femur represents a healthy, intact ACL whereas the soft, elastic sense represents the secondary stabilizers

stopping the motion in absence of an intact ACL. This information may be as, if not more, useful than the amount of translation that is detected during

the examination.

To further illustrate this point a post‐hoc analysis of the information used to determine the ACL's status was conducted. Using the endpoint

classification criteria in isolation resulted in a sensitivity of 82% (three false negatives) and 100% specificity (no false positives). In contrast, if solely

using the compliance index derived from the KT‐1000 evaluation to detect the status of the ACL, the sensitivity dropped to 53% (8 false negatives)

and specificity to 92% (two false positives). The operational definition of the compliance index used for this analysis was a difference of greater than

1.5 mm in anterior translation between the 15 and 20 pound stress points during the Lachman test.  Additionally, had the KT‐1000 data regarding the

translation difference between knees had been applied to the operational definition of the Lachman grading scale the accuracy would have again

dipped dramatically as seven subjects with torn ACLs had less than a 5 mm difference and the other 10 had between 5 and 10 mm of difference. None

of the subjects with a torn ACL showed a KT‐1000 difference of greater than 10 mm in anterior translation. These finding support the notion that the

interpretation of the “endpoint” results in a more accurate determination of the ligament's status than does the estimation of the amount of translation

that is present during the examination technique.

The findings from this study are in contrast to the findings of Hurley et al , , Cooperman et al , and Peeler et al . It is unclear as to why these

examiners had much less reliable impressions of the knee's anterior tibial translation. Possible explanations could include inconsistency in technique,

unclear operational definitions and distinctions between soft and firm endpoints, and underutilization of the multiple sensory sources inherent to

rendering the categorical assignment. While the examiners in the current study were blind to all relevant patient history and physical exam findings

they were able to see the patient (age, athletic demeanor, knee morphology) and were allowed to utilize multiple sensory sources such as visual

appreciation of the patellar tendon slope and tactile proprioceptive sense to arrive at their conclusion. Additionally, while not controlling for meniscal

injury the authors did exclude patients with suspicion of a torn posterior cruciate ligament that may have displayed an exaggerated anterior translation

from a posteriorly displaced position. The authors were not able to confirm that scarring of a torn ACL to the PCL presents in a unique manner

(increased translation but firm, delayed endpoint) as suggested by Dhillon et al  as there were not any subjects with tears with the finding of an

abnormally reattached ACL. Finally, while the authors had numerous subjects with osteoarthritic knees, none of the patients had Kellgren Lawrence

scores of greater than 2 or the presence of large or multiple osteophytes which could have confounded the clarity of the endpoint classification.  In

fact, two of the three false negatives were in patients with more advanced arthritic findings. Other commonalities in the patients with a false negative

were bilateral excessive laxity to anterior tibial translation, complex meniscal pathologies, and one patient that had a healed, partial tear of the ACL.

The patient with the partial tear may have had the “delayed” firm endpoint but was classified by the examiners as a 2A yet grouped with the “torn”

ACL cohort.

There are limitations to this study design. Reflection from only two examiners on 45 consecutive patients with variable levels of injury acuity should

only be considered a starting point in the discussion on Lachman grading and interpretation. The authors’ also acknowledge only partial blinding as

the examiners could see the patient and their injured knee during the examination. By design, the applications and external validity of this study's

findings should be quite broad. This study population represented a diverse population of knee pain complaints and would generally be considered to

represent a chronologically older and more chronic status when compared to the typical population of patients with a primary concern of ACL

deficiency. Additionally, this study does not offer significant diagnostic insight for the patient with partial tears of the ACL or in circumstances where

ACL tear has scarred into the notch or PCL.

Based on the current findings the authors would propose that the two‐tier classification scheme (translation grade and endpoint quality) proposed by

the American Medical Association  over 40 years ago is unnecessarily complicated and may decrease reliability. Lachman testing can be reliably and

accurately interpreted as either positive (“torn”) or negative (“intact”) based on the tibial translation endpoint. The amount of translation is not as

reliable an assessment and does not change or add to the decision‐making in how to manage the patient's pathology. The vast majority of the patients

(>80%) in this study could have been classified as either 1A (intact) or 2B (torn).

CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that the examiners were able to reliably detect and categorize the quality of endpoint to anterior tibial translation

better than the actual magnitude of translation and the nature of the endpoint classification was very accurate in predicting the histological status of the

anterior cruciate. In conjunction with the clinical or instrumented judgment of translation, the Lachman examination technique should highly value the
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identification of an abnormal endpoint in the determination of the status of the ACL. The dichotomous nature of the Lachman test, as was its original

intent, is a reliable and reasonably accurate clinical test of the integrity of the ACL.
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